Basic Peace Plan for the World
A real peace plan for the world would have to be based mainly on Mick
Jagger's claim that you can't always get what you want, but you can usually get
what you need. A couple of other principles would need to be adhered to:
1. The globalist practice of using manufactured victim groups to beat and
guilt-trip real nations out of existence must cease.
2. It is not racism or apartheid for a nation and its people to want to own
their own country or to refuse immigration deemed dangerous to such
ownership.
A super negotiator like US President Trump could probably hammer such a
plan together in a couple of weeks. The leaders of the United States, Russia,
Israel, Iran, and China, at a minimum, would have to be involved. In particular,
Russia would have to be offered enough in the way of benefits to enlist her aid
in fixing several of the other problems.
The leaders of Western Europe and Great Britain might or might not be
involved; those nations have no future under their present leadership for
obvious reasons. There is no one government of the Muslim world; the
Muslim world would be represented at such a meeting by representatives of
its most powerful nations.
Again the most basic idea of the plan would be that everybody gets what they
need, but not everything that they might want. The breakdown would go as
follows:
To Russia: the NATO alliance would be disbanded; American and NATO forces
would be pulled out of the Balkans, leaving Serbia free to retake Kosovo. The
perverted scheme to surround Russia with NATO and/or US forces would be
dismantled; all existing sanctions against Russia would be repealed.
From Russia: Russia would be asked to assist the people of Western Europe in
overthrowing the rogue governments currently in power there and in moving
the muslim/Kalergi-plan invaders back to their own countries. Likewise
Russia would be asked to assist in locating a place for a “palestinian” state
within the muslim world sufficiently far from Israel. Russia would be asked to
join the United States in shutting down the global arms race to the extent
possible and in diverting most of the money and effort involved in that race to
a combined program of worldwide infrastructure development and space
exploration. Russia would be asked to suspend all business with Iran until war

dangers between Iran and Israel had ceased and Iranian society had begun to
be governed in a rational manner.
To Israel: Israel would be given the Gaza Strip and the West Bank of the
Jordan River and complete ownership of the city of Jerusalem. All muslim
“Palestinians” would be removed to the Muslim world; Christian
“Palestinians” if any such exist would be removed to Western Europe or the
United States or, at the discretion of Israel, allowed to remain in Israel.
From Israel: all geopolitical games would cease; all military operations in Syria
would cease other possibly than a defensive position on the Golan Heights to
prevent those heights from ever being used to bombard northern Israel as was the
case prior to the 1967 war. All drilling for oil and/or related activities on those
heights would cease. All connections to the Rothschild banking combine would
cease; all interference in American politics would cease; AIPAC would be
disbanded.
To Iran: Iran would be allowed to build its version of gas and oil pipelines through
Syria and Iraq, to participate in OBOR, and to conduct ordinary civilian business
and in surrounding countries.
From Iran: Iran would be required to cease military operations in Syria and
Lebanon; Iran would be required to formally recognize Israel and Israel’s right to
exist; Iran would be required to disband its sharia-based legal system and related
barbarous practices including its “morality police”. Iran would be required to
eliminate the connection between its Muslim religious leaders and its government,
to hold supervised elections.
To the United States: the United States would be allowed cease being the
policeman of the world and the consumer of last resort. American industry and
infrastructure would be rebuilt, it’s military would be scaled to a level similar to
that of Russia or China, and the enormous resources devoted to a worldwide
military presence would be diverted to productive endeavors. Southern and
Northern border walls would be built and enforced and democrat voting blocks
imported from the third world would be returned to their places of origin. A
reasonable financial and monetary system for the US would be created utilizing
ideas from the larouchepac, the public banking movement, and the crypto currency
world. The Federal Reserve and the existing trans-Atlantic banking system would
be unwound and abolished. The US would join the OBOR trade route with
rational trade policies being implemented.
From the United States: the reforms suggested on the bearfabrique website
(http://www.bearfabrique.org/Misc/reforms.html)would be implemented; the
criminal democrat party would be outlawed and banned. The US manned space

program (http://www.bearfabrique.org/blackspace.htm) would be brought out of
black-op status and shared with the world. NATO would be shut down. Vulture
capitalist operations which impact other nations would be shut down. The existing
military/industrial complex would gradually be replaced with a program of
massive improvement of the human condition.
To the people of Europe: the Kalergi plan for the ongoing genocide of the
indigenous people of Europe would cease; the Muslim invaders brought into
Europe by elite criminals and the EU would be returned to their own countries.
Europe would be connected to the OBOR trade nexus. NATO and the EU would
be disbanded. Reasonable financial and monetary systems for the nations of
Europe would be created utilizing ideas from the larouchepac, the public banking
movement, and the crypto currency world.
From the people of Europe: The EU would be shut down and its leaders brought to
justice. The governments and political parties involved in the Kalergi plan would
be shut down and their leaders brought to justice.

